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The Banffshire Field Club, founded in 1880,
survived in quite a wonderful way throughout
eighty years of the experiences of past
years. It lived through one great war and
emerged from it in a vigorous condition that
delighted all its friends. Early in the vicissitudes of the second war, however, matters
tended to become moribund for they affected
every calling and individual in the Kingdom
andthroughout the years in which they were
experienced no meetings of the Club were
held. Old and intending new members met on
Friday to consider what steps should be taken
for the possible resuscitation of a body whose
activities had been throughout a long period
of a wholly beneficial character. There was
a good attendance of the public, a number of
new members were proposed, new officebearers were appointed and matters generally
put in trim for a renewal of its work, so that
a successful resumption of its labours may be
looked forward to with a considerable measure of confidence. Dr Wm. Barclay, senior
vice-president, was called to the chair.
Valuable "Transactions."
The Chairman said he appeared that night,
he understood, in the guise of a member of
the Old Brigade, as an old-timer of the Club
during years in which he took some little interest in its proceedings. These proceedings
were at all times reported at length in the
Journal and to-day perhaps the most valu-
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able possession of the Club, constituting a record that stands infinitely to its credit and
would always be quoted as a proof of its virility and of the real interest taken in subjects
it sought to promote, was to be found in the
volumes of its Transactions which contain
literary contributions on different hobbies
and sciences as these were in a modest way
followed in the county and of local history
and personages. In these volumes there was
to be found a collection of papers that in their
local import and interest were' unchallengeable in their variety, reliability and detailed
treatment.
During those 60 years the Club attracted, as
members, men of distinction in practically
every walk of life and men who were willing
to give of their large resources for the benefit
of their neighbours, and were in a position
also to arrange for authoritative papers
touching on a wide variety of subjects that
appealed to popular and to scientific interests.
He had been looking over some of these scores
of papers the other evening and was struck
once more with the living influence they continued to carry in the consideration of the
subjects with which they dealt. There were
some members who proved in this respect the
never-failing friends of the Club, and if one
writer more than another might be mentioned
he could not overlook the pleasant activities
of a brother and sister whose contributions
were always welcomed, were in fact unique,
the late Mr Alistair Tayler of Glenbarry and
Miss Henrietta Tayler, who became, among
other honours they won, nationally recognised
authorities on the whole tangled subject of
Scottish Jacobitism. Men of distinction were
their Presidents and no one was more popular
in that office or more regular in his attendance than Sheriff More, whose prolonged work
for the Club and whose interest in it they
older surviving members would ever have in
appreciative regard. And then there was the
secretary of the Club, Mr John Yeats. No organisation could have had a more popular
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and painstaking honorary official than Mr
Yeats, and he was very pleased indeed to have
that opportunity of adding yet another stone
to the cairn that had been erected in memory
of all that he did in the highest interests of
the Club as for other societies in their midst.
Dr Walter Gregor's Hints.
There were a number of people present who,
he understood, were to become members of the
revived Society, and for their benefit he might
point to a paper in an early volume of the
Transactions in which one who had both experience and knowledge of the subject spoke in
detail of what might be both the work and the
ambition of such a local Club as their's. It
was well worth reading still for it presented a
wide -view of the programme that might well;
be presented for an organisation of the kind in .
different fields. The aims that such a Club,
might have was presented by one who was to
bring lustre to his name and fame to the
county of his birth, Rev. Walter Gregor. He
was born in November, 1827 at the farm of
Upper Forgie, Keith, of which his father was
tenant, and died in February 1897. He was
schoolmaster of Macduff before becoming its
minister and was succeeded by Rev. Hugh
Fraser, from Berriedale, Caithness, who was in
the ministry at Macduff from 1853 to 1858, and
was afterwards for long minister of Alvah.
Dr Gregor when he left Macduff in 1863 went to
Pitsliso, of which he was minister till his retirement in 1895. His most important work is
entitled The Dialect of Banffshire with a Glossary of Words not in Jamieson's Scottish Dictionary and was issued in 1866 for the Philological Society, with a publisher in Berlin
in Unter den Linden and is a monument of
industry for which natives of the county, besides students of language, will never cease to
be grateful. It is probably something to he
proud of that 80 years ago there was published
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this Dictionary of Banffshire Words long before any similar study was practically ever
I heard of. In 1881 he published Notes on the
Folk Lore of the 'N.-E. of Scotland, and four
years later Aberdeen University conferred on
him the degree of LL.D. Another of his studies
was that of Folk Riddles, in which he was an
European authority. By the paper he contributed to the Club all those years since he
certainly entertained a wide conception of the
good work that was to be expected of such an
organisation as this in different fields of inquiry and he commended the paper to their
notice.
Renewed Activities.
The meeting' proceeded to the revival of the
Club. A letter was read from Sheriff More
resigning the position of president, a step he
took with regret in view of the many agreeable
and profitable meetings he had attended in the
Library buildings, of which he would ever have
happy memories. The feeling was shared by
the members and it was agreed that their regret should be expressed in a communication
to the Sheriff with warm acknowledgments of
his many services to the Club, and his name
was added automatically to the list of vicepresidents, who consist of previous holders of
the office of president. Sheriff Walker was
with acclamation elected his successor in the
chair. The hon, joint secretary, Mr Braid, now
resident in Cults, whom everyone was glad to
welcome, presented a very favourable balance
sheet and a warm vote of thanks was passed to
him in the additional capacity of 'hon. treasurer, as well as to Mr Wm. Simpson, who had
for many years acted as hon. joint secretary. In
place of these two, who now retired from office,
there were appointed Mr James M. Simpson,
solicitor, and Mr Maxwell, bank agent, with
the latter also as treasurer. The Council was
also reconstituted; preliminary arrangements
were made for an excursion in course of summer and the preparation of a syllabus for
winter.
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